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Bathed in Prayer
Two-headed Serpent
HORROR ROLEPLAYING IN THE WORLDS OF H.P. LOVECRAFT "The Great Old
Ones ruled the earth aeons before the rise of humankind. Originally they came from
the gulfs of space and were cast down by even greater beings. Remains of their
cyclopean cities and forbidden knowledge can still be found on remote islands in the
Pacific, buried amid the shifting sands of vast deserts, and in the frigid recesses of
the polar extremes. Now they sleep — some deep within the enveloping earth and
others beneath the eternal sea, in the drowned city of R'lyeh, preserved in the waters
by the spells of mighty Cthulhu. When the stars are right they will rise, and once
again walk this Earth." Welcome to Chaosium's CALL OF CTHULHU 7th EDITION
QUICK-START rules, a booklet that collects the essential rules for CALL OF
CTHULHU 7th Edition and presents them in abbreviated form.This book comprises a
complete basic roleplaying game system, a framework of rules aimed at allowing
players to enact a sort of improvisational radio theater—only without microphones—and
with dice determining whether the characters succeed or fail at what they attempt to
do. In roleplaying games, one player takes on the role of the gamemaster (or Keeper,
in Call of Cthulhu), while the other player(s) assume the roles of player characters
(investigators, in Call of Cthulhu) in the game. The gamemaster also acts out the
roles of characters who aren't being guided by players: these are called non-player
characters (NPCs).From its origin, CALL OF CTHULHU was designed to be intuitive
and easy to play. Character attributes follow a 3D6 curve, and the other CALL OF
CTHULHU mechanics are even simpler. Virtually all rolls determining success or
failure of a task are determined via the roll of percentile dice. This means that there's
less fiddling with dice of different types, and the concept of a percentile chance of
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success is extremely easy for beginners and experienced players to grasp.Use this
booklet to play CALL OF CTHULHU immediately, and to discover the improvements
to the system. Games rules, an updated character sheet, and a classic adventure are
included.

Call of Cthulhu Keeper's Screen
Horror on the Orient Express Keeper Screen
Constable Clark of Coldwater Falls, was desperate for attention. Hed been in touch
with every sanatorium and hospital from New York to Boston and theres not an
empty bed to be found since the stock market crash last year. Theyre full to
brimming with suicidal businessmen and investors. Hes holding a man in his jail
exhibiting some rather extraordinary behaviors. The delusion is complete and total
he walks on all fours and he wont speak a word. They say he even eats out of a bowl
and refuses utensils! Not a shred of human behavior left in him.

King Arthur Pendragon
Call of Cthulhu keepers of forbidden lore can now keep their secrets in style. This
three panel Keeper's Screen is jam-packed with vital GM information presented in an
easy to use at a glance format. The player's side of the screen features awesome
Philippe Caza artwork worthy of its own sanity check. This product includes a new
introductory scenario perfect for beginning investigators and keepers alike, as well
as three 4-page game aids (weapons table with an alien weapons section, a new
4-page summary of rule book spells, and some character sheet masters to jump-start
your new Call of Cthulhu game).

S. Petersen's Field Guide to Lovecraftian Horrors
16 LOVECRAFTIAN TALES FROM AN UNFORGETTABLE JOURNEY Trains
embody the promise and peril of technological advance. They unlock opportunities for
wealth and travel, but also create incredible chaos--uprooting populations and
blighting landscapes. Work on or around the rails leads to unwelcome discoveries
and, in light of the Mythos, dire implications in the spread of the rail system as a
whole. A certain path to uncovering unwelcome truths about the universe is to
venture beyond our own "placid island of ignorance" and encounter foreign cultures.
The Orient Express serves as the perfect vehicle for such excursions, designed as a
bridge between West and East. Movement into mystery forms the central action for
many stories in this volume. The only limitation placed upon writers for this
collection was that their works somehow involve the Orient Express and the Mythos.
The last warning whistle has blown, and we are getting underway. Have your tickets
at the ready and settle in for a journey across unexpected landscapes to a destination
that--well, we'll just let you see for yourself when you arrive. We promise this
though: murder will be the least of your problems on this trip aboard the Orient
Express!

Nameless Horrors
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Solo Scenario for Call of Cthulhu 7th Edition

Madness on the Orient Express
All the important rules and charts at a glance! The Keeper Screen is an essential play
aid for any Keeper running games of Call of Cthulhu. A 3-panel Keeper Screen
mounted on thick hardcover stock. One side, intended to face the players, portrays
glorious artwork of a team of investigators readying themselves for an excursion into
a Mayan Temple (or is it something else?). The rear of the screen, the Keeper's
side, collects and summarizes important rules, statistics and charts, to assist the
Keeper when running games.Also inside, are two scenarios set in Lovecraft Country
during the 1920s: Blackwater Creek and Missed Dues; a 24-page reference booklet
of charts and rules; Twelve, ready to play, pre-generated investigators; and color
maps of Lovecraft Country, the World of Cthulhu, and Arkham Environs.

Alone Against the Flames
Deities and Creatures books for the Call of Cthulhu 7th edition RPG.

Malleus Monstrorum Slipcase Set
The Two-Headed Serpent is an action-packed, globe-spanning, and high-octane
campaign set in the 1930s for Pulp Cthulhu. The heroes face the sinister conspiracies
of an ancient race of monsters hell-bent on taking back a world that was once theirs.
Working for Caduceus, a medical aid organisation, the heroes will loot a lost temple in
the forests of Bolivia, go head-to-head with the Mafia in New York City, face a deadly
epidemic in the jungles of North Borneo, uncover the workings of a strange cult in
dust-bowl-era Oklahoma, infiltrate enemy territory inside an awakening volcano in
Iceland, face the horrors of hideous medical experiments in the Congo, race to
control an ancient and powerful artifact on the streets of Calcutta, and ultimately
travel to a lost continent for a desperate battle to save humanity from enslavement or
annihilation! Packed with nine adrenalin-fuelled adventures, Keeper advice, gorgeous
full-colour maps and player handouts.

Call of Cthulhu 7th Ed. QuickStart
Call of Cthulhu Keeper Screen: Horror Roleplaying in the Worlds of H.P.
Lovecraft
RuneQuest
Its easy to get clues with GUMSHOE, but dont make it too easy!

Terror Australis
Call of Cthulhu 7th edition, second printing
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Canis Mysterium
Five Call of Cthulhu Adventures

The Call of Cthulhu
A Campaign for Call of CthulhuThe Silver Twilight is a secretive, international order
dedicated to the destruction of the human race. As brave investigators, you must
piece together passages from esoteric books, shards of strange artifacts and puzzling
letters to discover the Silver Twilight's loathsome goals.Shadows of Yog-Sothoth is a
modestly-sized campaign of seven scenarios. During the course of play the
investigators penetrate the outer layers of a secret sinister occult organization led by
the lords of the Silver Twilight. Beginning in Boston they investigate an organization
in New York, run afoul of a coven in Scotland, roam the desert of the American
southwest, vacation off the coast of Maine, and explore the mysteries of the South
Pacific.In addition to the campaign, this book includes two bonus scenarios. The
People of the Monolith introduces the mysteries of the Cthulhu Mythos, and no harm
can come to the investigators except through insanity. As such, is perfect for
introducing new players to the wonders of Call of Cthulhu.The other bonus scenario,
The Warren, presents and unsettling challenge for even experienced
players.Originally published in 1982, this new edition includes modified episode
scene changes, player-handouts guide for the keeper, and new illustrations and
diagrams. It is 144 pages, perfect-bound, illustrated with an index.CHAPTERSThe
Hermetic Order of the Silver TwilightLook to the FutureThe Coven of CannichDevil's
CanyonThe Worm that WalksThe Watchers of Easter IslandThe Rise of
R'lyehBONUS ADVENTURESThe People of the MonolithThe WarrenDELUXE
HANDOUTS

Cthulhu Through the Ages (Call of Cthulhu Roleplaying)
Deluxe Slipcase Set

The Cypher Files
Relive the grandeur and romance of the greatest of all legends - the story of King
Arthur. Assume the role of a knight starting his career in the time of Uther
Pendragon, undertaking quests and perilous adventures for your lord, for your ladylove, for the Church, or for your own glory. Win great renown with your laudable
deeds and feats of arms, perhaps even winning the right to carve your name into the
Round Table itself as the story of Arthur and Camelot unfolds around you.

Call of Cthulhu
Call of Cthulhu scenarios

Cthulhu Dark Ages - 2nd Edition
GUIDELINES FOR PLAYING CALL OF CTHULHU IN SEVEN DIFFERENT ERAS
CTHULHU THROUGH THE AGES was created to help players adopt the latest rulePage 4/9
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set for the wide range of settings published by Chaosium Inc. Here you will find
straight-forward guidance and era-specific rules for investigator creation for seven
different settings, along with updated rules for combat for CTHULHU DARK AGES,
CTHULHU INVICTUS, and MYTHIS ICELAND, as well as a sprinkling of other topics
like scenario seeds, setting-specific monsters, and investigator organizations.

The Keeper's Companion, Vol. 2
950 A.D. -- The world is torn apart: empires and kingdoms have endured two
centuries of invasions, and now warlords fight over the remains like wild dogs. The
clergy is weak and morally depraved, cities are depopulated, trade is stagnant and
violence reigns everywhere. History is coming into the Sixth Age of humankind, the
ultimate age before the end of the world.The Byzantine Theodoras Philetas translated
the Al Azif into Greek, and renames it the Necronomicon. It will take one century
before that blasphemous tome is finally condemned, and most copies
destroyed.CTHULHU DARK AGES continues with Lovecraft's sinister tradition of
men and women struggling against the dark forces of the Cthulhu Mythos, but in a
time nearly one thousand years before Lovecraft's birth. CTHULHU DARK AGES is a
complete roleplaying game using Chaosium's classic Basic Roleplaying System. All
you need to play are some dice and a few friends.

The Grand Grimoire of Cthulhu Mythos Magic
The new interactive puzzle book from the creator of the bestselling cult phenomenon
Journal 29 The Cypher Files is an utterly unique reading experience. In this brainbending interactive game, you'll solve puzzles on every page, and obtain keys to
move forward by submitting answers online. To solve each puzzle, you'll need to
think outside the book. You are an agent of CY.P.H.E.R., the secret international
agency working on 'unsolvable' code-based cases. Called upon to investigate cryptic
clues discovered in the wake of a series of mysterious disappearances, the clock is
ticking to crack the codes before it's too late. To escape this book, you must write,
draw, search, fold and cut pages, explore virtual escape rooms and think laterally to
identify the perpetrator and solve the mystery. All you need to play is a pencil, a pair
of scissors, an internet connection, and a curious mind.

Trail of Cthulhu Keeper's Resource Book and Screen
Scenarios for 7th edition Call of Cthulhu.

Alone Against the Dark: A Solo Play Call of Cthulhu Mini Campaign.
Call of Cthulhu RPG 1930s

Pulp Cthulhu
Major Arcana
Call of Cthulhu scenario
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Escape from Innsmouth
A new must-have collection for fans of the New York Times bestselling Mitford
series, featuring the prayers, sermons, and inspiration from beloved Father Tim, as
well as new essays and reflections on faith from author Jan Karon. Over the course
of fourteen novels, millions of readers have fallen in love with the faith,
encouragement, and wisdom that are at the very heart of Jan Karon's Mitford series.
Now, for the first time, readers will have the chance to walk with Father Tim through
a collection of prayers, sermons, and inspirational passages that incorporates
material from each of the novels. In addition, fans will get to hear directly from
author Jan Karon, in a brand-new essay about her own personal journey in faith and
the ways that the Mitford novels have impacted her. Full of advice and inspiration
from the characters that fans have followed for years, this beautifully designed
compilation will soon become a staple for any Mitford reader.

Berlin: The Wicked City: Unveiling the Mythos in Weimar Berlin
New to Call of Cthulhu? A battle-scarred veteran of many campaigns? Here are
essential background articles useful to most keepers.

Call of Cthulhu Keeper Deck 4
The Great Old Ones were, the Great Old Ones are, the Great Old Ones shall be. That
famous saying is the essence of the Cthulhu Mythos. The Great Old Ones are a
cosmic evil that have existed since before time, and shall exist long after humanity
has gone the way of the dinosaurs. This book illustrates the eternal struggle between
man and the forces of the mythos.

Down Darker Trails
You wont find any ghouls or deep ones, or other named Mythos entities here. The
horrors found within have no names, but they are still very much of the Mythos. Your
players will not have encountered their like before, and no one will be on safe,
comfortable ground.

Masks of Nyarlathotep
World spanning campaign for the Call of Cthulhu 7th edition Roleplaying game.

Shadows Over Scotland
Doors to Darkness
Strange Aeons II
Over 550 spells of dire consequences, secrets, and unfathomable power! Here are
gathered spells drawn from over thirty years of Call of Cthulhusupplements and
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scenarios. Each spell has been revised for the Call of Cthulhu 7thedition game,
including optional Deeper Magic for the most powerful of Mythossorcerers and
monsters, with which to beguile and confound investigators. Packed full of advice and
guidance on diverse matters including spell names,elements of spell casting, magical
components, and astronomical considerations.Plus flawed spells, ley lines, folk magic,
and the magic of the Dreamlands. Use thisgrimoire as a resource, a play aid, and as
inspiration when designing scenarios. The Grand Grimoire of Cthulhu Mythos Magic
is an essential supplement forKeepers of Arcane Lore. Requires the Call of Cthulhu
Rulebook.

Shadows of Yog-Sothoth
"The Call of Cthulhu" is one of H. P. Lovecraft's best-known short stories. Written in
the summer of 1926, it was first published in Weird Tales, February 1928. It is the
only story written by Lovecraft in which the extraterrestrial entity Cthulhu himself
makes a major appearance. It is written in a documentary style, with three
independent narratives linked together by the device of a narrator discovering notes
left by a deceased relative. The narrator pieces together We are delighted to publish
this classic book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of the
books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not
been accessible to the general public. The aim of our publishing program is to
facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a
significant literary work, which deserves to be brought back into print after many
decades. The contents of the vast majority of titles in the Classic Library have been
scanned from the original works. To ensure a high quality product, each title has
been meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided by a
desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of
the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work, and that
for you it becomes an enriching experience.

Petersen's Abominations: Tales of Sandy Petersen
Call of Cthulhu 7th edition Sourcebook and scenarios.

Dead Light & Other Dark Turns
Nearly three-quarters of Australia remains unknown in the 1920s. It is one of the last
great wildernesses and a place of secrets and discovery. Whether delving into
mysteries on the streets of Sydney or mounting an expedition into the remote
Outback, Australia is a fertile setting for those investigating the threats of the
Cthulhu Mythos. From gang-related crimes and nefarious cults to ancient wisdom and
lost cities, there is no shortage of adventure in the Land Down Under. This book
provides a history of Australia, detailing both its geography and lore. Rules are
presented for Australian investigators, with new skills, as well as mechanics for
mounting expeditions. Law enforcement, transport, communications, and other
sources provide Keepers with a toolkit of resources. Five cities are detailed. Special
rules are presented for investigators to learn from the Song-Lines of the Aboriginal
peoples. For Keepers, Terror Australis presents details of the Great Race, the flying
polyp
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Horror on the Orient Express
[CALL OF CTHULHU ROLEPLAYING] This handy game-aid is a three-panel
Keeper's Screen mounted on thick hardcover stock that folds out to 33 inches wide.
One side, intended to face the players, portrays an investigative scene. The other
side collects and summarizes important rules and statistics, to help ease the keeper's
task. The package includes a 22"x34" "Mythos Vade Mecum" poster by the mad
french artists Christian Grussi and El Theo, postulating relationships between the
deities and minions of the Cthulhu Mythos.

Call of Cthulhu Keeper's Screen
Investigator's Handbook
Innsmouth was once a prosperous trading town located on the north coast of
Massachusetts. Early in the 19th century her great sailing ships traveled the world in
search of trade and treasure. A series of mishaps brought the town to the brink of
financial ruin, but it was saved when Captain Obed Marsh discovered a secret source
of gold among the islands of the South Pacific. Some whisper that old Obed Marsh
made a pact with the devil. The truth is much more sinister. Escape from Innsmouth
details Lovecraft's New England town of Innsmouth. A comprehensive atlas of the
town is supplemented with complete statistics for numerous townspeople. Three
adventures complete the book. One of the adventures, "The Crawford Inheritance," is
brand new in this edition, while "The Raid on Innsmouth" has been expanded with a
new section.
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